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Modeling Photo Contests
Photo contests are a fun and exciting way to share your photos with others. There
are a lot of reasons for entering a photo contest. First and foremost, if you are
lucky enough to be chosen a winner, you can earn a substantial amount of money.
But more importantly, you will gain a lot of recognition from some very important
sources.
A lot of companies and individuals are constantly scouting modeling web sites
and contests for suitable subjects for use in advertising or other purposes. This is
your chance to gain national exposure.
Most contests are held monthly and require at least 5 photo submissions each
time, so it is important to have a lot of photos to choose from. This is easy
because by using a digital photo format, it is practical to take as many photos as
possible to achieve positive results. Basically, the more photos, the better!
Are you an aspiring or new model wanting to get a foot in the door? Well, Jim’s
Photos may be able to help. With access to photo contests and web sites, copies
of each photo can be sent to any interested parties. The opportunities are
countless.
We are always looking for new persons to model for print advertisements or on the
web. Even though all models are volunteers, you could receive compensation for
your participation depending on the entity used for submission.
The process is very easy! Jim’s Photos will take the photos of you and post or
submit them to the various modeling web sites or contest entities. The contest
holders will judge the photos based on quality, content and creativity. Any prize
money distribution will be agreed upon in advance by the subject and Jim’s
Photos. Get ready for a lot of fun!

